Year 1
JIGSAW Autumn 2 Unit 2
Celebrating Difference
Vocabulary
Similar
Achievement
Unique
Friendship
Different
Trust
Unfair

The same as year other.
Something you have done through working
hard.
Different from anyone else.
Being happy with friends.
Not the same as each other.
A feeling of safety with someone.
Not equal or following the rules.
Social and Emotional - By this end of this unit I will be able to-

Hello my name
is Jenie. Can
we be friends
even though we
are different
colours?

Tell you three ways I am the same and different from my
friends.
I understand that unique means and that it is great to be
different.
I know that if someone has been bullied I can help by playing with
them and listening to them.
I know that bulling makes you feel sad, lonely, anxious and other
sad emotions.
I can tell you how I feel when I make a new friend.

PSHE- By this end of this unit I will be able toI can tell you three differences between my friends.
I know that bullying means being unkind again and again. It is done on
purpose. It is unfair
I can tell you how to make new friends by saying “hello would you like to
play?”
I know that if I’m unhappy or being bullied I can tellMy teacher/TA
A playleader/lunchtime helper
Any grown up in school.
A parent or someone in my family.
A friend.
Tell me how you
feel. I will play
with you and be
your friend.

Reflection Questions
Ask me this- If someone pushes
you over once in the playground
is that bullying? Why/why not?
Why is it ok to be unique?
Who can you tell if you are
unhappy?

BULLING
Hello my name is
Jack. Yes of course
we can, being
different makes us
special.



It doesn’t just happen once: it goes on over
time and happens again and again.



It is deliberate: hurting someone on
purpose, not accidentally.



It is unfair: the person doing the bullying
is stronger and more powerful (or there
are more of them).

I have been bullied
and I feel sad,
lonely and anxious.

Pause PAWS with
Jerry Cat

